1. Approve March 16, 2023 - meeting minutes.

2. Courses submitted for RI Designation
   - SCI – BCH 4036 RI Advanced Biochemistry - M. Cudic
   - SCI – CHM 4273 RI Introduction to Drug Design – P. Cudic
   - SCI – CHM 4350 RI Structural Biochemistry – M. Stawikowski
   - EDU – EEX 2091 RI Disability and Society – S. Darling
   - ENG – CAP 2753 RI Experimental design and Data Analysis – V. Aalo

3. Undergraduate Research Certificate Updates – Petitions for substitution
   - SCI – CHM substitution of IDS- CHM4905 for DIR – Evelyn Yancey
   - ENG&CS substitution of EML 4551 for RI – Marvin Medina